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Problem: 
PC/104-Plus bus mastering devices or PC/104 devices utilizing IRQs do not work on the EPM-
15E (Manx). 

Affected Products: 

Part Number Description Revision Level 

VL-EPM-15E (Manx) PC/104-Plus SBC 

Extended Temperature 
5.00 

Background: 
Some Manx boards have been found to have a PLD programming failure. The device contents 
are installed but the programming process was not completed. As a result, the device 
functionality is present but not running. Investigation has revealed parts with the date codes of 
B027, B031, and B037 installed at U24 are likely affected. 

The PLD contents provide USB over-current, PCI bus mastering arbitration, and ISA IRQ 
capabilities. Customers most affected by this problem will notice failures using PC/104 cards 
with IRQ requirements and PC/104-Plus bus master devices. 

Solution: 
Customers using PC/104 or PC/104-Plus add-on boards with the EPM-15 are advised to 
complete the programming process by updating the PLD with a new programming file. 
VersaLogic has provided a PLD update package for customers to apply on fielded products. 

Programming Instructions: 

1. To update PLD code, you must download the file that contains the programming file and 
the update utility, ISPVME.exe. You must run the utility from DOS, not a DOS window in 
a higher-level OS such as Windows 7. Download file: 

http://www.versalogic.com/support/Downloads/Manx/prog_db.zip 

2. Copy the ISPVME.exe utility and the VME file to the DOS-bootable drive. 
3. If necessary, configure CMOS Setup to boot from the DOS-bootable drive.  Reboot the 

computer. 
4. At the DOS prompt, enter following command:  

ispvme -board epm-15 prog_db.vme  

The process takes about 10 seconds and will complete with a pass or fail message. If 
the process fails, call VersaLogic Customer Support at (541) 485-8575 for assistance. 

5. Reboot the system and configure CMOS Setup as needed. 
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